Abstract
Introduction
Historically, Muslims with their Islamic ideologies and teachings have made a golden era by creating a great and brilliant civilization. Such era has happened because of the integration of various Muslim potentials in terms of human resources, natural resources and strong belief towards the ideology, values, spirit and teachings of Islam.
The number of Muslims is more than a half (1/5) of the world's inhabitants. This is actually an asset to make progress and achieve glory without limits.
1 Surprisingly, the number of adherents of Islam has increased drastically from time to time, exceeding the number of adherents of other religions. The Muslim population in 2016 has reached 2.14 billion people, exceeding the number of Christians which is 2.07 billion people. As released by the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace on its web http://www. religiouspopulation.com. The study shows the Muslim population has kept increasing due to a higher birth rate and conversion while the number of adherents of other religions either drops or remains static. The Christian population in the west & America (North & South) , for example, is dropping due to the lesser growth rate birth rate or conversion as compared to Muslim population. Christian population is increasing in many of Asian and African countries by both birth rate and conversion. Current data illustrates that the 2016's Christian population is about 2.07 billion, whereas the number of Muslims is about 2.14 billion. We calculate the population data by multiplying the growth rate such as Muslim 1.84% and Christianity 1.13% respectively as cited This number of human resource has an extraordinary potential if it is integrated and utilized in running the wheels of life in various aspects such as economics, politics, social, education, science, military, technology and others, including reviving the Islamic civilization that has been engulfed by the history.
In term of natural resource potential, the countries with largest Muslim populations have extraordinary natural resources. The Islamic countries, for example, have strategic areas, large populations, and oil resources that play a huge role in the world.
3 Even various kinds of earth content are mostly in Muslim majority countries. The content includes petroleum, natural gas, gold, copper, nickel and even various kinds of flora and fauna. In addition, Middle Eastern countries are countries that are rich in petroleum content as the main economic foundation for Western countries. 4 If these extraordinary natural resources are managed intensively and integrated to various Muslim countries, there is high possibility that the community of Muslim countries would become 
sehingga umat Islam bisa bangkit dari keterpurukan. Solusi internalnya adalah mendorong umat Islam untuk memahami ajaran Islam yang benar, inklusif dan interaktif sehingga ajaran Islam betul-betul menjadi pedoman dan solusi bagi pribadi dan umat Islam. Dengan harapan bisa mengikis pemahaman dan gerakan radikalisme serta bisa memotivasi umat Islam dalam meningkatkan pengembangan ilmu pengetahuan dan teknologi. Dan solusi eksternalnya adalah menjalin komunikasi dalam rangka menunjukkan ajaran Islam yang sebenarnya, yaitu bersifat inklusif, rahmah dan interaktif untuk mengikis dan menghilangkan islamophobia. Juga, dengan mengadakan kerjasama riset dan penelitian ilmu pengetahuan dan teknologi secara internasional untuk mengejar ketertinggalan umat Islam dalam bidang tersebut.
Kata Kunci: Tantangan, Kemajuan, dan Umat Islam a new and respected giant power. In the end, it can bring up the dignity of Muslims in the world, especially in the economic field.
In addition, in terms of ideology and religious spirit, Muslims are large societies who are very loyal in fighting for and carrying out their religious teachings considering that Islam is not only considered a religion, but is more than just religion. It is also believed to contain a variety of social rules compatible for all Muslims, even for humanity as a whole. No wonder it is called a civilization that always lives in various dimensions of time and place in many countries.
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In maintaining faith and belief, the Muslims are well prepared to sacrifice anything including their life and property. If this potential can be developed and directed for the sake of mutual benefit, then the religious and spirit potential will be able to boost and eliminate the social, scientific, and economic issues faced by them.
Sadly, the reality is indeed different. The Muslims are divided and their power is scattered around. In addition, their potential dries and their spirit declines. 6 In fact, the Muslim countries that take political policies as Non-Aligned countries face many conflicts, poverty and lack of political stability and have just declared their independence.
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Referring to the above issues, it is very important to find ways to empower the great potentials of Muslims and Muslim countries and to find solutions and alternatives for various challenges and issues faced by Muslims and Muslim countries. In other words, Muslim countries and Muslims are assets to shape and develop a progressive and advance society. At last, it is also challenges faced by Muslims and Muslim countries in the field of jihad to fight for prosperous life in general and the benefit of Muslims in the world and in here after especially.
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Muslim Challenges
Historically In response to all aforementioned challenges, the main figure of the Islamic reformist movement, Muhammad Jamaluddin Afghani, argues that the phenomenon regarding the decline of Muslims is none other than the defects they have caused themselves.
14 Therefore, Hamdi This is very unfortunate that some Islamic activists react to the negative issues and stigma by committing negative actions such terror, bombings, intimidation and violence against the general public who are not involved. Consequently, Islam is claimed to support and promote the rise of terrorist movements, ferocious, violence, human rights violation, and disruption to the security and tranquility of mankind. In addition, the effects of the terror acts do not only threaten the non-Muslims, but also globally threaten the future of humanity in various aspects of life; economic, political, social culture and educational aspects. Essentially, such acts are not only detrimental to a government or a particular group, but also cause a negative impact on society in general, and especially become the psychological terror of the global community.
According to Khamami Zadda, citing Horace M. Kallen's opinion, mentions the general tendency of radicalization comes from several factors: (1) radicalization is a response to ongoing conditions. The response usually appears in terms of evaluation, rejection or even resistance. The things which are rejected include assumptions, ideas, institutions or values responsibly accounted for the progress of the conditions that are being rejected, (2) radicalization do e s not stop at rejection phase, but continues t o replace the order with another form of orde r . This feature shows it has a program or world view. Here, the Radical groups make a strong effort to create a new order instead using the existing order, and (3) the strength of the radicalism belief in the truth of the program or ideology they bring. At the same time, this belief denies the truth of other systems that will be replaced. In social movements, the belief about the truth of a program or philosophy 17 Dilip Hiro, 13.
is often mixed with some ways of achieving it in the name of the ideal values such as the nation or humanity. However, the strength of this belief can cause emotional attitudes that lead to violence.
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Second, misunderstanding the I s lamic teachings. Islam is a religion of justice and moderate. Therefore, it despises radicalism and exaggeration in religion and calls for simplicity and compassion for humans. Alt h ough it has complete teachings, unfortunately there are some people who interpret the teachings as they wish by directing the interpretation to the right and left line. Consequently, various mi s interpretations cause the teachings to be old-fashioned, exclusive and particularistic and are neither compatible with the era nor contextual to various life changes.
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This so-called black-and-white perspective develops and is believed as th e theological understanding of the terrorist groups which strongly strengthened by their fundamentalist-radical ideology, as a foundation of thinking and acting. Therefore, any terror in the name of jihad brings a bad image of Islam although it is not the only cause, but sadly it is perceived to be the teaching of Islam and Islam is believed to be a religion full of terror and fear.
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In fact, because of this exclusive and particular understanding, it has led to disunity, disputes and accusing one other of heathenism which in the end causes war among them, especially they have historically experienced internal conflicts. From the very beginning, after Prop h et Muhammad passed away, conflicts and violence almost never stopped and became a historic a l phenomenon, and took place in the entire period of civilization. The interests of Muslim group s motivated by the ambitions of power and differences in understanding also grow and develop and trigger internal conflicts among them. Islam is a teaching and view of life that all Muslims must believe wholeheartedly. As it is a teaching, it is supposed to be flexible, elastic and adaptive to changes in conditions and situations without sacrificing the existing principles. Accordingly, it will become a view of life compatible with the term "likulli zamân wa wa al-makân." Wherever and whenever, the teachings of Islam can still exist responding to changes in life and remain istiqamah (persistent) to bring security and peace. Concerning the nature of Islam, Shaykh Al-Azhâr, Sayyid Thânthawy mentions the term Islam will all mean security, tranquility and submission to the right things which cannot be intervened by evil deeds. 22 Hence, Islam is a religion that teaches mankind to create security and peace of life anywhere and anytime by always defending and submitting to the essential truth.
The aforementioned two big challenges have eventually caused the backwardness befalling Muslims in various aspects of life; politics, social, scientific, health, economy, education and others. In addition, by the emergence of various teachings and practices deviating from Islam leads to the existence of various groups with different beliefs and teachings. Consequently, the Muslims are disunited. More surprisingly, the Western and Europeans imperialists also apply the political strategy of 'breaking bamboo' to rule the Muslim countries, in the way of propagating the terms of Islamic fundamentalism, militant Islam, Sunni Islam and Shiah Islam so that the rupture of Islamic groups actually bring the conflicts and cause disunity among Muslims themselves.
External Challenges of Muslims
The external challenges are closely related to the internal ones. Both of them influence each other. Some of the external challenges of the Muslim community include; first, the spread of Islamophobia in the Western world. This phenomenon happens due to two factors; protection of the assets and investments of Western and European countries in Muslim countries and the strong reaction of some Islamic groups to the Western and European hegemony against the Muslim countries.
Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, which became a balancing force for Western powers at the end of 1991, the 74-year-old Soviet Union finally were disunited and divided into several countries which have now members of the Commonwealth of Independent State (CIS). This unity has marked the end of the cold war under the American victory. The Soviet Union itself was officially disbanded on December 25, 1991. Accordingly, the United States has become the only country with super power in the world and turn into the world leader. 23 This confirms Samuel Huntington's thesis regarding the war of civilization between the West, Islam and China after the end of the cold war between the United States and the Soviet Union.
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With the collapse of the Soviet Union, the dependence of Muslim countries, especially in the Middle East, on America has inevitably got higher. Almost all Muslim countries are loyal allies to the country except Iran and Syria. In addition, the natural resources especially petroleum that exist in Muslim countries are indeed required by the United States and European countries as their allies. 25 The petroleum is the main factor encouraging the powerful countries to compete to rule Middle Eastern countries. be confronted by the Western civilization that has now dominated the world, especially after the collapse of the Soviet Union as the balancing force of United States power. In addition, the United States becomes the only super power country in the world and the 'world police'.
During the cold war between the United States and the Soviet Union, Muslims were made as one of the United States' allies to defend and fight against the Soviet Union's civilization, which professed a communist ideology. Here, the United States supported Muslims against the Soviets in Afghanistan. Through the CIA, it also tried to weaken the Soviet Union by promoting Islamic politics in the Soviet majority of Central Asia. In the same way, the CIA expected the ISI anti-communist movement in Pakistan to be willing to train Muslims from all over the world to participate in jihad against the Soviet Union. 33 However, after the end of the cold war, the intimate relations between the United State and Islamic activists who strongly opposed Soviet communism was finally over. On the contrary, the existence of the movements is then considered to endanger the United State hegemony and interests in Muslim countries. Surprisingly, it is hard to be dictated and regulated by the local government which is loyal and becomes the United Stated allies. Therefore, the phenomenon of the growth of Muslim militancy in Muslim countries is feared by the United States. This is seen from the emergence of an Islamic movement called al-Qâidah in Afghanistan and ISIS in Middle Eastern countries that strongly oppose the Western hegemony against Muslim countries and go against the government loyal to the Western. Such phenomenon is inseparable from the view that jihad is not done yet. Al-Qâidah has then been involved in a series of actions aimed at fighting the hegemony of Western ideology symbolized by the United States. The group's actions are considered dangerous not only because they openly oppose 33 Ibid, 78.
Western hegemony, but also have a wide network, spread in various countries, including in the Western countries themselves.
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Third, the rapid development of science. As the time goes on and the scholars have enhanced their innovations, the science escalates in various aspects. In turn, whoever possesses knowledge has the power and whoever has the power will rule the world. In addition, every innovation that comes from science will create more economic values many times over, especially innovations in natural resource management. The development of this science is not only in the economic field but also in the field of military equipment and defense systems.
The issue of Islamic science comes from the development of the issue of Islam and science which has been traced from the beginning of the eighteenth century due to Islamic contact with the West in the entire Islamic world. At that time, the Islamic world was infected bycatching up syndrome. In particular, the discourse is inseparable from the efforts of the Ottoman Turks to modernize themselves after the various defeats experienced in the wars against Europe. 35 The defeat after the defeat of the Islamic military is the only thing that made Muslims aware of the importance of science and technology. Therefore, both become a big challenge for Muslims. Pursuing backwardness in both fields, for example, is an effort to rebuild the glory of Islamic civilization. This type of modernization implies the view that both do not affect religious beliefs as they are neutral tools, they can be used by anyone even if they have different religion and culture. 36 Internally, Islam as a teaching and living guide has openly motivated its people to think, innovate, create and observe the universe and its phenomenon as the object of science. 37 In fact, Muslim countries are countries that are endowed with various natural resources needed by the world, especially fuel, copper, iron and others. But the concerned reality is that they are very dependent on the Western and European countries in mining and managing these resources. As a consequence, the Muslim countries that produce natural resources can economically enjoy a little of the results without more added economic values. All of this happens due to underdevelopment and backwardness in mastering science in the field of natural resource management. It is not so surprising if they have only been consumers of natural resources and have no important role in determining the world economic market. The policies and provisions of the world economy seem to only determine the Western and European countries.
Answering the Modern Challenges of Muslims
Referring to the two challenges faced by Muslims, the internal challenges in the body of Muslims themselves and external challenges that come from the outside, the internal awareness of Muslims is very much needed as an attempt to introspect and internally criticize themselves. In addition, in resolving the external challenges of Muslims, it is strongly correlated with the internal solutions, especially through all Muslim individuals as their emergence is more or less caused by various kinds of problems that infect the internal body of the Muslims themselves.
Internal Business Solutions
Internally in the practice of jihad as conducted by the Salaf scholars.
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Not much different from his beloved student, Muhammad Abduh, he even invited Muslims to fight against the old-fashion of the fiqh experts by positioning Qur'an as the initial source in the Sharia. In addition, he also invited Muslims to use mind and reason to realize the commands of Qur'an on the one hand and inviting them to rise up by utilizing scientific advances that have been developed by the Weston the other hand. 42 Here, Muhammad Abduh has attempted to free religious thoughts from the shackles of taqlid (following) and pave the way for reforms that would strengthen the spiritual of Islam appropriately for the modern world.
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In the 20th century, an Islamic revivalist movement has emerged, initiated by Hasan alBanna by sparking the Muslim Brotherhood movement in Egypt. Not much different from his predecessors, Hasan al-Banna also believes that the teachings of Islam are universal and touch all aspects of human life. There is no separation between one aspect of life and another. 44 Therefore, the first principle of the Muslim Brotherhood movement is the belief that Islam is a comprehensive system that covers all aspects of life. It is a country and homeland, government and people, morality and strength, love and justice, civilization and Act, science and law, material and natural wealth, income and wealth, jihad and da'wah, troop and though. In addition, it is also a pure faith and true worship, no less and no more. This view, according to Hasan al-Banna, comes from Qur'an and Hadith. Therefore, he adds the miqyas (analogy) he uses in constructing all the guidelines for his movement is to use the Qur'an as its miqyâs as Qur'an is actually a guideline consisting of the basics of faith, the principles of social benefit and the whole of the worldly Sharia.
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Along with the movements carried out by the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt, in 1940 in Lahore, Pakistan, the Islamic fighters agreed to establish an Islamic Jamaah and chose Abu A'la al-Maududi as their leader. As other Muslim movements, the al-Mawdudi movement is also oriented to carrying out all Islamic conceptions in this world to seek Allah's pleasure and happiness in the hereafter. 47 In general, the reform program brought by al-Maududi consists of four objects; (1) cleansing and purifying the Islamic thought, (2) self-improvement, (3) community improvement, and (4) improving the government system.
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In turn, the effort to return to the main sources of the teachings of Islam, Qur'an and Hadith can neither be negotiated nor postponed. All Muslims must have full awareness to refer to both sources as main inspiring sources in thinking. Theologically, the Qur'an, for example, is believed to be the words of Allah, which has gradually come and passed down to humans as an ethical foundation in all aspects of life to be better, far from violence or terror with the real ideals of peaceful life (al-salâm) and justice (al-'adl).
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For this reason, Muhammad Abduh calls for combating abomination and blindness and utilizing sense, intelligence and brain. In addition, he also fights against backwardness and deficiency in understanding Islam by returning to the main spirits of Islam, as in relying on the original references, authentic Qur'an and Hadith, and the history of tasyri' as well as the practices shown by Prophet Muhammad Companions and guidance from the righteous salaf scholars.
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With these efforts, all Muslim individuals are internally expected to understand the teachings of Islam correctly and inclusively, instead of the other way around, exclusively and closedmindedly considering that understanding a religion exclusively can be a fertile ground for the development of radicalism. One of the fundamental factors that cause radicalism is when a religion is understood and taught in an exclusive particularistic manner.
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However, understanding the principles of the teachings of Islam does not mean ignoring and being hostile to the local socio-cultural customs. On the contrary, it must be under the theory of muqtdlâ al-hâl and muqtadlâ al-'aql. In this sense, when the teachings take a place, it must be understood and internalized in a peaceful, interactive and even solutive way to various problems. The religious figures and the callers of Islam are demanded to be intelligent to interact with the teachings of Islam by being able to understand the local community. Therefore, it is very important to apply the concept of "Maintaining good old customs and taking new and better customs". The internalization of the principles can also help get rid of the differences, disputes and disunity among Muslims.
Even though one aqeedah is the aqeedah of Islam, but the different sources of interpretation, internalization, and study of the Qur'an and Hadith is proven to be able to disharmonize Muslims.
52 Consequently, it can threaten their unity and strength. In the end, with this correct, inclusive and interactive understanding, any disputes and conflicts that occur within the body 50 'Abdullâh Maḥmûd Shaḥatah, 7.
Karwadi, "Deradikalisasi Pemahaman Ajaran Islam", AlTahrir, Jurnal Pemikiran Islam 14, no. 1 (2014): 141. 52 M. Alfandi, "Prasangka: Potensi Pemicu Konflik Internal Umat Islam", Jurnal Walisongo 21, no. 1 (2013:114. of the Muslim community are finally eliminated. The positive effect is the unity of Muslims as the main asset in building strength, security, prosperity, peace and mutual benefit. In external aspect, it can increasingly make the Muslims authoritative and respected by the world which will eventually be involved in developing a worldwide civilization based on the values of justice, interest and humanity.
Further, a true and interactive understanding of the teachings of Islam, especially regarding the progressive teachings of Islam in the field of science will enable to awaken and motivate Muslims to promote scientific research and studies in science and technology as it, indeed, greatly encourages the research and studies. In turn, the integration relationship will provide greater insight including science and religion so that both can work alongside actively. It is said science can maintain and escalate the faith of religious people by providing scientific evidence of revelation.
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According to Jamaluddin al-Afghani, although he really is anti-Western in term of imperialism, he turns out to be inclusive and pro-modern as science and technology are the tools needed for development, while the objectives to achieve are determined by Islam. The teachings of Islam do not contradict with science and even highly recommend achieving it. 54 Thus, Muslims must get rid of any negative stigma that knowledge and science are against Islam or the enemy of Islam.
External Business Solutions
After the internal problems of Muslims have finally found their solutions, such solutions will eventually support to answer the external challenges. is directly or indirectly somewhat due to the internal challenges. As an effort to solve them, there are several efforts to take; first, it is very necessary for Muslims, especially the Islamic religious figures and Islamic political leaders to hold and establish intensive communication with the international community in order to show the nature of the teachings of Islam as the rahmatan lil 'âlamîn (the blessings of the whole world) and uphold the values of tolerance between human beings regardless o f their religion, ethnicity, country, language a n d cultural customs. By displaying friendly Islamic teachings, values and tolerance, it will gradually be able to erode the negative stigma about Islam, especially concerning the clas h of civilizations between Islam and the West which is one of the external challenges of Muslims.
The treasures of Is l amic and Western civilizations are not necessarily to be confronted. Given the fact that both civilizations expect interests and goodness for humanity universally and globally, they must indeed be adapted and interacted with the values of the teachings of their respective religions. It is very clear, that Islam also recognizes the existence of multi ethnicities, multi ideologies, multi customs and multi cultures that cannot be avoided in the reality of human social life. The existence of these multi-civilizations and their variants is not a reason to cause clash and conflict. Further with the variants, it also opens the door of ta'âru f , help e a ch other and bond unity, 55 and even fix each other's weaknesses in each civilization.
God's intention to create multi-ethnic and multi-cultural human beings is to precisely enable humans to know eac h other. This means one person and another complete each other to achieve the perfection of life. With mutual correction, one 55 Maḥmûd Hamdî Zaqzuq, 43. As mentioned in Q.S. al-Ḥujarat: 13. "O people, we Truly created you from a man and a woman and made you a nation and tribe, so that you know each other. Surely the noblest persons of you beside Allah are those who are most devoted among you. Indeed, Allah is All-Understanding and All-Knowing. community and another will be able to correct any perspective deficiency. According to al-Farabi, it is not possible for humans to achieve perfection naturally except by creating some communities that help each other. Every community must help meet the needs of other communities so that there will be several communities doing the same thing to achieve perfection. 56 Similarly, Ibn Khaldun mentions communities are deliberately formed to realize two basic needs; (1) fulfilling the needs of human nature in society and in common life by realizing the security and tranquility of a peaceful life; and (2) meeting the basic economic needs to maintain life and survival as living things.
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As a religious teaching that carries the slogan rahmatan lil 'alamin (the blessings for the whole world), Islam should be one of the solutions to create a safe and peaceful global condition. The slogan here should not only be interpreted as an internal obedience for its adherents, but also a blessing for adherents of other religions. The blessings also go universally, whenever, wherever and to whomever. As adherents of Islamic ideology, Muslims who become the center and reflection of blessed and tolerated teachings of Islam should be able to demonstrate by actualizing the values of Islamic nature in their daily lives, both individually and socially.
Internally, Muslims must firmly realize and believe the true values of the teachings of Islam as their life guideline. With determined belief, it will awaken their enthusiasm and confidence that they are the best people chosen to promote goodness, peace, interest and development of the world and prevent as well as fight against the wrongdoing, socio-economic inequalit y , harm and crime. values of Islam universally for their own interest and the benefit of humanity together.
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The more Muslims can actualize these values, the more negative stigma about the teachings of Islam and its adherents will be eroded and the 'virus' of Islamophobia which has infected the European and Western societies. With the loss of this ' virus', it will become a big capital for Muslims and Western and European communities in eliminating the negative stigma of the clash of Islamic a nd Western civilizations. In addition, it can b e come a big asset in establishing communic a tion between the Islamic and the West civ i lization without being disturbed by negative prejudices. The two civilizations here are expected to synergize to achieve the benefits of human life without losing their individual identities and fundamental suspicion.
After th e communication and relations happen between the Islamic world and the West, the seco n d external solution of Muslims can be appli e d. That is a developing science and technolo g y by holding scientific collaboration between t hem and even with the international global c o mmunity. Basically, God wants to create t w o types of creation. One creation is controllable and has no power, no freedom and no choice. This creation is manifested in terms of a universe, besides human beings. The second creation is the human beings that God creates as a creature given responsibility. God has created a caliph on earth, so they could prosper the earth with all goodness. In addition, God glorifies and prioriti z e all beings. This glory is deliberately devoted t o humans because God has bestowed brain, freedom and will. 60 Therefore, God grants His grace to humans by 59 Allah said in Hûd: 61. "He has created you from the earth (soil) and made you prosperous."
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Maḥmûd H a mdî Zaqzuq, 15-16. As mentioned in Q.S. alAḥzab: 72. "We have really given mandates to the heavens, the earth and the mountains, all are reluctant to carry out the mandates and they are worried of betraying them. In the end, the humans request to carry out the mandates. Truly, man is very wrong and very foolish". subjecting the universe to the interest and benefit for all mankind. 61 In addition, He teaches them his knowledge, so they can carry out His holy mandate as a caliph on earth, the caliph who is able to enliven the earth for the sake of creating common interest and goodness.
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If Muslims do not want to be left behind in the sci e ntific and technological fields from the Western world, then it is time to revive or revitalize the Islamic intellectual inheritance that has been neglected and if necessary redefine science wi t h an epistemology based on the two sources of revelation (Qur'an and Hadith). Therefore, they must rediscover this valuable inheritance by always remembering that science is the treasury of the believers who have been lost. Whoever finds it is entitled to it.
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In the end, it is clear that Islam informs and teaches mankind to be creatures that prosper and enliven the world. Prospering and enlivening here must be based on science and knowledge. With both values, the universe will be able to be utilized without causing any damage and loss. In turn, an advanced a nd modern human civilization will be built and make human life easier and happier.
Conclusion
The setba c k, backwardness and under development of Muslims in various fields are an accumulation of their various shortcomings both internally and externally. These shortcomings are their challenges to face and to deal with. Internally, for example, they must be open-minded about the teachings of Islam and the development of era. Such teachings must be understood and believed to be a solution, as a guide to live universally in 61 Rohmah, 345. answering the challenges of the era.
Therefore, the teachings must be interpreted in an inclusive and interactive manner in various aspects of life. They are not only ideologically believed, but also understood as spirit and soul in the internal interaction between Muslims and external interaction among religious communities. Further, it is also understood contextually. As a result, the teachings will truly become the unifying teachings of Muslims as well as universal grace and become a global solution for humanity. In addition, the teachings will make them as good as the people who are "ṣâlih li kulli zamân wa al-makân" (compatible with time and place) and individually (âmanû) and socially ('amilû alsâlihât) pious. In the end, all the problems and challenges faced by Muslims, both internally and externally, will be resolved on their own.
